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Introduction
When The Houston Zoo opened the doors to our new ‘Bug House’ in May of 2014 the keepers
were vastly outnumbered by the new additions. Many keepers in our area, myself included, had
limited experience caring for invertebrates on this scale. User-friendly labeling systems,
photographic identification guides and detailed ‘How To’ exhibit protocols are just some of the
tools that we developed for our Bug House. This paper will share some of the organizational
techniques that we employed to help get all of our Bug Team Members on the same page and
provide tips for others to do the same.

Challenges
One of the biggest challenges faced by keepers new to invertebrate care was the sheer volume of
specimens in the Bug House. With over 80 different species and over 650 individuals, not
including the ant colony, it nearly doubled the number of species in the Children’s Zoo collection
as a whole. Keepers that previously relied on common names to reference their animals were
now faced with the task of recognizing many individuals from a scientific name alone. Often, the
common names of the invertebrates varied depending on their source and occasionally multiple
species could have the same common name, further muddying the water for keepers that were
still learning ‘who was who.’
Aside from learning how to recognize, and care for, each species, keepers were also concerned
with keeping track of each individual. With an ant colony in addition to the main Bug House
population a daily ‘head count’ was not feasible. Caring for colonies required a different mindset
than caring for individuals and ensuring that each individual received the appropriate diet at the
correct frequency was also something that needed to be organized. Keepers quickly realized that
their general routine, which could be easily modified to fit all other sections of the Children’s
Zoo, was not as applicable to the Bug House. After identifying the needs of the keepers, a
structure was developed that would help ensure everyone was on the same track. This structure
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relied heavily on visual aids, such as easy to reference charts and labels as well as photographic
‘How To’ guides, each of which are detailed in the following sections.

Bug Exhibit Cards
In all other sections of our Children’s Zoo, making sure each and every animal is accounted for
is the first thing that’s done each day. For keepers used to laying eyes on all their charges, it took
some restraint not to go digging through the mulch for a buried beetle or trying to count every
single stick insect on a cup full of browse. One of the first priorities in organizing our collection
was developing a way to inform keepers of how many invertebrates and of what type, were
contained in each enclosure.
After gathering information from multiple keepers, I developed a format for a ‘Bug Exhibit
Card’ that could be laminated and placed on each enclosure. The purpose of the card was to both
display the most important information about the species within and provide an easily
changeable format to keep track of the ever changing populations. The template for these exhibit
cards, the venomous exhibit warning card and an example of a completed card are shown in the
following figure:
Figure 1
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Our institution uses the ‘TRACKS’ database for recordkeeping and each individual animal is
assigned a number. For invertebrates, most species were assigned a group number and all
individuals of that species would share this number. Some exceptions to this rule were long-lived
species, such as tarantulas, which warranted individual identification numbers. The individual
number, or group number, was prominently displayed on the exhibit card, along with both the
common and scientific names for keepers to easily reference.
The cards were laminated and affixed with Velcro tape to the different enclosures to facilitate
easy removal and ensure that they could be swapped to reflect the current occupant of the
enclosure. Static information was typed onto each individual card and included: frequency of
misting required for that species, anything to be cautious of when caring for the species and their
feeding classification (herbivore, carnivore or browse eater). The preferred diets for the browse
eaters were also typed onto the card.
Wet erase markers were used for the keepers to write in values that frequently changed, such as,
population, enclosure number, feeding day and feeding group. Keepers also recorded the date of
the last substrate and/or browse change using the wet erase markers. An additional laminated
warning card was printed and placed onto any enclosure housing venomous invertebrates clearly
stating that the enclosure should only be serviced by keepers trained in their care.
By utilizing these cards, keepers knew what to expect when checking each enclosure and had a
rough idea of what was required for the inhabitants’ care. Time constraints still did not allow for
a full count of each enclosure daily, so guidelines were made that balanced the zoo’s desire for
accuracy and the keepers’ work load. In enclosures containing ten or less invertebrates, an effort
was made to count them during servicing of the enclosure. If an exhibit contained less than five
invertebrates, it was required to count each invertebrate when servicing the enclosure. For
exhibits with multiple browse eating insects, a general census count was performed and recorded
at each browse change. Finally, for exhibits with self-sustaining colonies, such as hissing
cockroaches or assassin bugs, a census count was performed whenever a deep clean of the
exhibit was done.

Photographic ‘How To’ Guide & ‘Diets at a Glance’ chart
While the exhibit cards fulfilled the need for an easy to understand overview of each enclosure, it
was helpful for new keepers to have more detailed information available. I created a ‘How To’
guide that listed each individual enclosure, detailing exactly what steps needed to be taken to
service the exhibit each day. I tried to make sure any information that had seemed confusing to
me when learning the area was clarified in the guide and used photographs whenever possible to
make it less tedious to read.
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Figure 2- Screenshot from ‘How To’ guide

Although it was easy to reference the guide for each individual enclosure, it was difficult to keep
up with the constantly changing occupancy of each enclosure. I was frequently updating and
reprinting pages and as the other keepers became more confident in their routines, the guide was
utilized less and less. Certain sections of the photo guide, such as the browse photo guide, were
used more than others. For browse eating insects a full browse change was done a certain
number of times per week depending on the species and number of individuals in the enclosure.
The ‘How To’ Guide provided information on how many times per week, each enclosure should
be changed. However, keepers generally selected which browse changes needed to be done by
looking at the ‘last done’ date on the exhibit cards rather than sorting through the notes to see
how many times per week the changes had been done. Each keeper was held to the standard of
performing two browse changes per day and would perform up to four on days with lighter
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workloads. The exhibit cards were utilized for communicating when a browse change was last
done.
Figure 3- Screenshot of browse photos from the ‘How To’ guide

Overall, even though I took great care to make sure the guide was well put together it turned out
to be a less practical application than the exhibit cards and proved more useful for new keepers
to read than for communicating changing information to current keepers. A simple Excel chart
labeled ‘Diets at a glance’ was created which summarized the diets of all the invertebrates in the
Bug House. When used in conjunction with the exhibit cards, this seemed to be the preferred
method for keepers to answer any questions they had during their daily routines.
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Figure 4- ‘Diets at a glance’ chart

Bug Egg Guide
Another visual aid that seemed to be utilized more than the exhibit guide was the ‘Bug Egg
Guide.’ While keepers with lots of invertebrate experience had no trouble distinguishing eggs
from frass, keepers new to invertebrates did not find it so simple. In order to ensure that valuable
eggs were not getting tossed during daily exhibit husbandry, I photographed the eggs of the
majority of our browse eating species. Any species that were successfully hatched at our facility
were also photographed alongside a ruler, so that keepers could easily differentiate a newly
hatched juvenile from a pest that had come in with our browse delivery. Additional photographs
were taken of larger juveniles alongside a ruler and guidelines were given as to what size
juveniles needed to be kept in the nursery and when they could be placed onto exhibit. In
addition, photographs of the adults were also included in the guide, along with information about
whether the species deposited its eggs on the surface or oviposited in the ground or props.
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This chart was particularly useful when tasking a volunteer or intern with sorting through
substrate for eggs. Searching through pounds of substrate for objects mere millimeters wide can
be very tedious. It was helpful to have a set of extra hands and most of the ‘helpers’ agreed that
the photos were useful in definitively identifying the eggs they sought.
Figure 5- Excerpt from ‘Bug Egg Guide’

Conclusion
The biggest lesson I learned while organizing things in the Bug House was to limit textual
information. The majority of keepers seemed to gain more from a short explanation paired with
a photograph than they would from reading a paragraph of text. Compromise and flexibility
played a huge role in organizing the area as well. Many of my first drafts, specifically of the
exhibit cards, made more sense to me than to other keepers; asking for input and modifying
documents accordingly proved to be very useful. While many of these guides are very specific
to our collection, I hope that some of the ideas contained in this paper can be tailored by other
institutions to fit their needs. If desired, a copy of any of the aforementioned guides may be
requested by contacting azelmer@houstonzoo.org.
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